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Sectors
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Many tasks, one technology

Our non-contact measurement method can be used in a wide range of applications. This means that we are constantly developing new ideas for products. We would be delighted to do it for your sector too!
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Automotive

The CALIPRI C1X systems evaluate profiles in automotive manufacturing. Here, the primary requirements are narrow gap widths and precise transitions.


Read more
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Rail

Regular profile measurements improve safety and increase mileage. The multifunctional CALIPRI C4X family and CALIPRI Prime can replace manual gages.


Read more
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Steel

The ATON systems inspect diameter and ovality of wire, bars, rods and tubes. For profile measurements, the CALIPRI RC220 can be manually moved from A to B.


Read more










TESTIMONIALS
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CUSTOMER VOICES

Many of our customers have been relying on CALIPRI for years to carry out gap, flush and radius measurements. See for yourself!
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C15 BBAC China


"The new Calipri C15 inline gap measuring device has been successfully in use at our company for 16 weeks. Especially the simple operation has been a decisive criterion for us. The wireless connection between workstation and sensor is of course a plus point." (translated)

Chen Dechi
ME Planning, Beijing Benz Automotive (BBAC), China
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LogServ, Austria


"The upgrade from CALIPRI C40 to C42 made our work much easier and faster. The wireless connection between the sensor and the tablet PC gave us a lot of freedom of movement. Data transfer is fast and smooth, so we're happy to recommend the upgrade.“

Gerald Bock
TECHNICAL TEAM, LOGISTIK SERVICE GMBH, AUSTRIA
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BHP, Australia


“The ability to achieve efficient, repeatable, accurate measurements with traditional hand held equipment has been an ongoing challenge for us. In 2016, we purchased a number of the wireless sensor C42 Calipri units with wheel diameter gauges from Imtram, the local NEXTSENSE agent. The local and Austrian support provided is now a benchmark for us, ensuring a positive outcome for all of our specific requirements. Since implementing the Calipri equipment into the field, all identified issues have been addressed and we have not looked back.”

Rod Best
Senior Engineer Analysis & Improvement Locomotives, BHP, Australia
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EuroMaint, Sweden


"Nextsense is one of the smoothest company I have been in contact with. I have never even been close to annoyed or irritated and in my world, that’s the best grade you can get as a company!"

Nils Cohen
Warehouse Manager, Euromaint Rail AB, Umeå, Sweden
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SOVEL S.A., Greece


"With the optical measurement device from Nextsense there is no more guessing or rough estimation of dimensions and profiles in our rolling mill. By controlling the profile at each pass the stability of the rolling process has greatly enhanced."

Christos Kalmanidis
Rolling Mill Manager, SOVEL S.A., Greece
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voestalpine Schienen GmbH, Austria


"NEXTSENSE did an excellent job with our project. We were extremely satisfied with the help and support their expert staff offered both during and after commissioning. It was a pleasure to work with them!" (translated)

DI Andreas Gerold
Operational Monitoring Systems Engineering, voestalpine Schienen GmbH, Leoben, Austria
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voestalpine Schienen GmbH, Austria


"The optical measurement technique of Nextsense enables a simple inspection. The surface quality can be ensured already in the early phase of production and it reduces rejects. The system represents an enormous support for inspectors, as they can examine every defect in high-resolution on their screens." (translated)

Dipl. Ing. Martin Reicher
CCO – Chief Commercial Officer, voestalpine Schienen GmbH, Leoben, Austria
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SBB Passenger Transport, Switzerland, Digital


"Calipri combines a number of previously separate measurement devices into a single system. The idea of digital networking in vehicle maintenance has become a reality." (translated)

Daniel Meyer
Head of the Calipri measuring system, SBB Passenger Transport, Zürich, Switzerland 
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SBB Passenger Transport, Switzerland, Warranty


"The clear and unambiguous measurement protocols provided by Calipri earn trust when handling warranty claims and dealing with third-party clients." (translated)

Daniel Meyer
Head of the Calipri measuring system, SBB Passenger Transport, Zürich, Switzerland 
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VTG Rail Europe GmbH, Switzerland


"During our project of determining the equivalent conicity Nextsense demonstrated high commitment and flexibility in solving the problem. Paired with broad know-how in the field of railway technology, the company represents a strategical partner for us." (translated)

Hanno Schell
Head of Technical Innovations, VTG Rail Europe GmbH, Baar, Switzerland
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Basler Verkehrs-Betriebe (BVB) Switzerland


"Calipri has opened up a whole new dimension of wheelset management in our workshops. In the past we were only able to rate wear values as "good" or "bad", but now we can record complete profiles and evaluate wear patterns thoroughly. This makes it possible to take targeted measures to minimize wear and maximize mileage." (translated)

Philipp Glogg
Head of Vehicle Systems & Training, Basler Verkehrs-Betriebe (BVB), Basel, Switzerland
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AUDI Hungaria


"We rely on NEXTSENSE measurement technology to analyze the joins between and the alignment of our car parts. CALIPRI technology delivers highly accurate and reliable measurements, even under real-life workshop conditions." (translated)

Oláh Tamás
Body Construction/Paintwork Pilot Run Analysis, AUDI Hungaria, Györ, Hungary 
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Magna Styer Austria


"NEXTSENSE has been working with Magna Steyr for a number of years now, helping them enter the highly challenging world of the automotive industry. Their cooperation and support, not to mention the further development of their products, has always been exemplary. We are delighted to have NEXTSENSE by our side as a dependable partner for tackling the challenges of the future." (translated)

Dipl. Ing. Christoph Simon
Department Manager (CoC Dimensional Engineering), MAGNA STEYR AG & CO KG, Graz, Austria
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BENZ China


"During the project phase Nextsense did a very good job with the installation and commissioning and gave big support after the sale. Thank you!"

Chen Dechi
Beijing Benz Automotive (BBAC), Beijing, China
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SBB AG, Switzerland, Quality


"Thanks to many years of fruitful collaboration with NEXTSENSE, we’ve been able to successfully integrate CALIPRI brake disc measurement into our everyday operations in accordance with SBB’s strict quality standards." (translated)

Matthias Grob
Systems Engineer for Brakes and Drives, SBB AG, Bern, Switzerland
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SBB AG, Switzerland, Partner


"The requirements we impose on brake disc measurement are stringent and specific – but we have found the perfect partner to satisfy them in NEXTSENSE. The fact that we have been working together for many years means we are now able to measure the brake discs on our fleets with complete repeat accuracy." (translated)

Matthias Grob
Systems Engineer for Brakes and Drives, SBB AG, Bern, Switzerland
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S-Bahn Berlin GmbH, Germany, Reliable


"The S-Bahn urban-suburban railway in Berlin has been using the CALIPRI C40 to measure wheels since 2010 – a total of twelve of them are employed in six plants to regularly inspect and monitor 5300 wheelsets. The CALIPRI devices successfully defy the harsh working conditions in the tough S-Bahn workshop and they’re extremely reliable as well. The process of ordering and delivering replacement parts as and when needed is very quick." (translated)

Frank Bartels
Vehicle Maintenance & Repair, S-Bahn Berlin GmbH, Berlin, Germany
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S-Bahn Berlin GmbH, Germany, Service Team


"The customer service team at NEXTSENSE are highly skilled and always on hand to offer friendly advice and handy tips. It’s great that they don’t simply ignore users once they’ve bought the product." (translated)

Frank Bartels
Vehicle Maintenance & Repair, S-Bahn Berlin GmbH, Berlin, Germany
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S-Bahn Berlin GmbH, Germany, Product Development


"NEXTSENSE is always striving to further develop its products to meet the needs of its customers." (translated)

Frank Bartels
Vehicle Maintenance & Repair, S-Bahn Berlin GmbH, Berlin, Germany
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STADLER SERVICE, Switzerland, Life time


"Calipri enables us to record and assess the mileage of the individual wheelsets and bogies, and then incorporate the projected mileages between the individual reprofilings into our maintenance and repair schedule. We can also show our client what condition the wheel profiles on their vehicles are in at any time." (translated)

Michael Vogt
SRS Wil Site Manager, Stadler Service AG, Wil, Switzerland 
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STADLER SERVICE, Switzerland, Prediction


"In the past, our client never used to be able to accurately estimate the maximum possible mileage of their wheel profiles when carrying out maintenance. But measuring with Calipri when performing maintenance on the Frauenfeld–Wil railway has finally made this possible." (translated)

Michael Vogt
SRS Wil Site Manager, Stadler Service AG, Wil, Switzerland 
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SBB Passenger Transport, Switzerland, Fleet


"Calipri enables us to carry out a comprehensive analysis of the wheel wear on our fleets of vehicles." (translated)

Daniel Meyer
Head of the Calipri measuring system, SBB Passenger Transport, Zürich, Switzerland 
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SBB Passenger Transport, Switzerland, Record


"Hand-written measurement protocols are a thing of the past. Now thanks to Calipri, we transfer measured data directly to our server." (translated)

Daniel Meyer
Head of the Calipri measuring system, SBB Passenger Transport, Zürich, Switzerland 
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CONTACT US

We are happy to help you choose the right solution for your measurement task or take care of any support cases.

	Submit an enquiry
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Download
white paper / data sheet


Please enter your e-mail-address to download the white paper / data sheet!
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By clicking "download" I confirm that the data given above  will be stored and processed for processing the inquiry and for making contact to answer it pursuant to the privacy policy. Consent can be revoked at any time. 
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Cookies & data privacy
		
We use cookies in order to continually improve our service. You can obtain more detailed information on cookies and disabling them in our privacy policy.

Read more …



Accept all cookies

Cookie settings





Cookie settings

This is where you can view and modify the cookie settings of various tools we use in this domain.

	













Technically required cookies
Technically required cookies are necessary for the operation of a website and to ensure that you can use all its functions. They include session cookies and also a cookie that saves your cookie settings. These have been implemented under our legitimate interest in providing a technically perfect website. However, you have the option of disabling all the cookies in your browser.





	













Marketing cookies
Marketing cookies come from external advertisers and collect information about websites visited by the user. They include all targeted cookies that analyse site use, improve the quality of the site or offer relevant advertising content. Such cookies are only used if you have given your consent and as long as you have not disabled them.
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